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       SAP Note 1823400 - Keep technical name of attribute
unchanged during transport

Note Language: English Version: 3 Validity:   Valid Since 11.04.2013

Summary

Symptom
After transporting dimensions from source system to target system, the
technical names of dimension attributes are not as same as what they are on
source system.

Other terms
Dimension attribute, Technical name, Transport

Reason and Prerequisites
The feature is not supported in Business Planning and Consolidation 10.0
before applying this note.

Solution
For BPC 10 on Netweaver 730 (Software Component: CPMBPC 800), apply the
manual pre-implementation steps and the correction instruction to SAP
Planning and Consolidation 10.0 NW SP01 - SP10.
For BPC 10 on Netweaver 731 (Software Component: CPMBPC 801), apply the
manual pre-implementation steps and the correction instruction to SAP
Planning and Consolidation 10.0 NW SP00 - SP03.

After applying the note, the technical name of all newly created attributes
during transport on target system would be kept as same as what they are on
source system.

For the dimension attributes created by transport before applying the note,
if user need to make the technical name of the specific attributes same as
what they are on source, following steps could be taken:

Scenario 1: If dimension attribute deletion is allowed on target system, in
this condition:
1. On target system, delete those customized dimension attributes on which
user wants to make attribute technical names identical between source and
target. Before that, backup the master data of the relevant dimensions on
target system.
2. Transport the dimensions whose attributes have been deleted on target
system. Thus the attributes are re-created on target system and are of same
technical name as what they are on source.
3. Maintain the master data attribute values of the re-created attributes
using admin client, data manager or master data transport.

Scenario 2: If dimension attribute deletion is not allowed on target
system, in this condition:
1. On source system, delete those customized dimension attributes on which
user wants to make attribute technical names identical between source and
target. Before that, backup the master data of relevant dimensions both on
source and target systems.
2. Transport the dimensions whose attributes have been deleted on source
system. Thus the attributes also get deleted on target system after
transport.
3. On source system, re-create the dimension attributes that have just been
deleted on source system.
4. Transport the dimensions whose attributes have been re-created from
source system to target system again. Thus the attributes are re-created on
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target system and are of same technical names as what they are on source.
5. On target system, maintain the master data attribute values of the
re-created attributes using admin client, data manager or master data
transport.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
|Manual Pre-Implement.                                                 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------
|VALID FOR                                                             |
|Software Component   CPMBPC                         SAP Business Pl...|
| Release 800          SAPK-80001INCPMBPC - SAPK-80010INCPMBPC         |
| Release 801          Until SAPK-80103INCPMBPC                        |
------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Enter transaction SE11.
2. Check on "Data type". Input "UJA_S_ATTRIBUTE_DTO" in field "Data type".
3. Click on "Change" button on tool bar.
4. Add one entry in "Components" tab with value:
Component: TECH_NAME
Type Category: Type
Component Type: UJ_TECH_NAME
5. Press "enter". Then "Save" and "Activate" the change.
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Category: Program error
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on
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e
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Correction
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Changed

1215529 800 800 CPMBPC C E1FK023478  09.04.2013
12:21:34

1228429 801 801 CPMBPC C E6FK001836  09.04.2013
12:26:47

*) C Correction, B Preprocessing, A Postprocessing, M Undefined Work


